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Abstract: Algorithms for monitoring the rolling mill mechatronic system state should be developed
on the basis of modern digital technologies. Developing digital shadows (observers) of system state
parameters in the periodic measurement mode is promising. This study relevance is defined by
frequent emergency breakdowns of rolling stand mechanical transmissions. Most breakdowns are
caused by worn end clutches (heads) of countershafts (spindles) transmitting rotation from the motor
to the rolls. This is caused by elastic oscillations due to closing angular gaps when the metal enters
the stand. The spindle joint angular gap increases over time with the mill operation. Therefore, it is
an important diagnostic parameter that allows for an estimation of the transmission serviceability. In
this regard, the problem of monitoring the angular gaps in the rolling stand mechatronic systems is
relevant. The paper considers developing an observer of angular gaps in the spindle joints of the
‘electric drive-stand’ mechatronic system of the plate Mill 5000 of Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works
PJSC (MMK PJSC). The monitored signal (angular gap) is calculated with the mathematical processing
of the motor’s physical parameters (speed and electromagnetic torque), measured at a given frequency.
The gap is determined indirectly by integrating the speed during its closing. To achieve this, the speed
is controlled according to the triangular tachogram at no load. The stand’s electromechanical system
modes have been studied using mathematical simulation. The observer’s practical use expediency
has been reasoned. The structure of the observer-based angular gap monitoring information system
is given. The system has been full-scale tested on Mill 5000, which has confirmed the developed
algorithm efficiency. The study’s contribution is a justified and implemented concept of a relatively
simple technical solution that can be commercially implemented without extra costs. The angular gap
calculation algorithm does not involve complex mathematical techniques and can be implemented
in industrial rolling mill controllers. Monitoring is automated without human involvement, which
eliminates the human factor. The solution has a specific practical focus and is recommended for
implementation at operating rolling mills.

Keywords: rolling stand; mechatronic system; mechanical transmission; observer; dynamic process;
information system

1. Introduction

A new digital service—predictive maintenance (PdM)—is now gaining momentum
in the industry. This technology is used to gather and analyze the equipment status data,
forecast the time between overhauls, and prevent production failures [1,2]. Surely, such
maintenance is promising for mechatronic systems of rolling production units operating
under harsh conditions. Rolling mill breakdowns caused by equipment failures are costly
for an enterprise, and eliminating their consequences increases dead expenses and the un-
dersupply of products. According to [3], “the rolling mill operation is associated with significant
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wear of spindles, gearboxes, and bearings”. “Harsh operating conditions complicate implementing
digital diagnostics” in them. According to [4], “angular and radial plays due to intense wear
cause non-linear torsionals and significantly increase torque. This leads to equipment failures but
can be used to diagnose wear during transients within the drive mechanism eigenfrequency range”.

Ref. [5] defines gear play as “the gap between adjacent moving parts”. It states that
“every mechanical system where the driver (motor) is not directly connected to the follower
(load) has a play”. This is exemplified by the rolling mill mechanical systems. A literature
review shows that “controlling systems with plays have been studied since the 1940s,
however, weirdly few innovations have been introduced since the first venture into the
problem . . . ” It is concluded that “play compensation to be studied much more in both
synthesis and analysis”.

Thus, the problem of studying electromechanical systems with plays has a long history.
However, we can argue that it has not been solved yet (and will scarcely ever have an
unambiguous solution).

The wear of spindle heads causing them to break is among the most common rolling
stand mechatronic system failures. The roll neck breakage is also a dangerous accident.
Such damages are typical for horizontal stands of plate mills, including MMK PJSC’s Mill
5000 (hereinafter—Mill 5000) [6,7]. The authors of [3] note that “changes in process modes,
processed material properties, and the drive speed complicate the monitoring of angular and radial
gaps in spindle joints”. According to [8–11], globally digitalizing the metallurgical industry
allows for the development of new approaches to forecasting and controlling the machine
and mechanism states.

Practice shows that timely diagnosing pre-emergency situations may prevent the
aforementioned (and many other) breakdowns. The spindle joint diagnostic monitoring
complexity is associated with the impossibility of measuring wear directly during operation.
Herewith, it is directly related to the angular gap. Regular monitoring at a predetermined
interval will allow for an estimation of mechanical damage, fatigue failure, and other
developing defects.

However, the angular gap cannot be directly measured during operation. The pub-
lished ways of its calculation, based on the drive’s dynamic torque oscillography when the
metal enters the stand (roll bite), have not brought about achieving the goal since isolating
the torque component caused by the closing gap is difficult.

Angular gaps in the rolling mill torsion systems not only deteriorate their dynamic
performance but also cause oscillations that adversely affect the rolling stability and the
product quality [12–19]. Therefore, due to a combination of the aforementioned reasons,
the problem of monitoring gaps in the main driveline (mainline) joints is relevant. Under
modern conditions, it should be solved, considering the introduction of digital control
algorithms and the equipment serviceability smart monitoring systems.

Experts from scientific institutions and industrial enterprises are developing technical
aids for automated monitoring of the mechatronic system mechanical joint gaps [9,20–22].
Studies [3,8,23–25] are devoted to monitoring dynamic loads and forecasting the rolling
mill electrical and mechanical equipment life. Ref. [24] proposes using angular and radial
gaps to diagnose the drive mechanism wear during transients. Ref. [25] notes that, to close
the gaps in the hot mill spindles, the drive is accelerated to the start of a transient caused
by the roll bite. It also states that accelerating drives can be used to define the angular gaps.
Periodic (sinusoidal, rectangular, triangular) signals sent to an idle motor change the gap
used for diagnostics. This approach is the prototype of the solution proposed.

Some publications propose applying digital twins (DT) and shadows (observers) to
monitor and assess the state of various-purpose mechatronic system transmissions [26,27].
Definitions and specifications of digital models, twins, and shadows are given in [28,29].
The practice of using observers to monitor the elastic torque in electromechanical system
shafting is described in [30–37].

Ref. [38] provides an approach to the monitoring of offshore wind turbine transmission
states. Such transmissions are similar to the rolling mill mainlines. The DT model provides
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an input for load observers designed and installed in specific transmission components.
They serve to estimate the load and stress online at various points and to simulate the
component degradation. The paper proves the proposed principle efficiency. The short-
coming is the need to store and process a large (as a rule, excess) volume of diagnostic data.
Ref. [39] delves into developing and using DTs in the control and preventive maintenance
of electrical machines. It stresses that significantly increased computing power, artificial
intelligence, and IoT applications open up new research areas with new approaches and
powerful tools for both laboratory and industrial conditions.

According to [40], DTs may gather data continuously or in intervals. Continuous
monitoring may lead to excess data. Therefore, aging is stationary and does not depend
on time for short intervals between measurements. Ref. [41] considers a digital device
regularly measuring angular gaps in the driveline. For its operation, magnetic marks
are applied to the spindle surface at a fixed pitch. Their location is read by two sensors
and processed according to a given algorithm. The digital output signal generated by the
device contains the angular gap data. In fact, it is one of the first observers of angular
gaps in the spindle joints. Its shortcomings are the complicated use, associated with the
need to read the magnetic mark data, and low accuracy. No information is provided on its
commercial use.

The scientific publication analysis has confirmed the relevance of developing an
observer of angular gaps in the spindle joints of the rolling stand mainlines. The observer
should have the prospects of wide commercial use. The diagnostic algorithm should not
require complex mathematical tools to process control signals. It should be implementable
in the software of controllers installed on industrial units.

This publication discusses the results of developing an observer of angular gaps in
the spindle joints of the Mill stand 5000 mainline. The observer operation is based on
simulating (restoring) coordinates by processing the available parameters measured at
a given frequency. Below, it is shown that the gap can be determined indirectly by the
motor speed while simultaneously monitoring the electromagnetic torque in the slowing
down mode.

The ultimate research objective is to develop an information-and-measuring system
to calculate and visualize the spindle joint wear based on the angular gap monitoring.
Measuring should be automated without human involvement.

2. Problem Formulation
2.1. Specifications of Dual-Mass Electromechanical Systems of the Mill Stand 5000

The upper and lower roll main drives (UMD and LMD) of the mill under study are
independent and based on rpm-control synchronous motors. Their mechanical joints
(Figure 1) have no devices with inertia (mass) commensurate with the motor’s one and the
reduced inertia of the rolls. This allows for a description of the mainline as a dual-mass
system with an elastic linkage and a gap in the mechanical joints (Figure 2a).
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Figure 2. Kinematic diagram of the transmission (a) and block diagram of the two-mass electrome-
chanical system (b): Tµ is the uncompensated time constant; J1, J2 are the moments of inertia, first
mass, and second mass; C12 is the elastic coefficient of the mechanical transmission; b is the natural
damping ratio (viscous friction type); MM is the motor torque; M12 is the elastic torque of the spindle;
MST is the load torque; ωref is the configured angular speed of the motor; w1, w2 are the speeds of the
first mass (the motor) and the second mass (the roll), respectively; kS1 is the first mass speed feedback
gain; kfT is the motor torque feedback gain.

The system under research, electric drive and roll, can be represented as a closed
dual-loop structure shown in Figure 2b. Blocks 3 and 5 to 7 are standard dual-mass system
model blocks [42]. They define the quality of transients in the mechanical part, including
the natural damping of oscillations (block 7). Block 5 simulates gaps in transmissions. The
speed feedback is simulated by block 9 using the kS1 factor. Block 2 represents the closed
torque control loop.

The model link parameters are given in Table 1 [43]. They have been determined
by the electrical equipment data and oscillograms taken at the mill. The model assumes
that the torque control loop is tuned to the modulus optimum. Therefore, to simplify the
analysis, it has been represented by an aperiodic first-order link (block 2). The speed control
loop is set to the symmetric optimum with a proportional-integral controller (block 1).
Since the running drive’s torque is limited, it comprises a limiter block with variable limits.
The table lacks an important parameter—the spindle gap. When simulating, the gap is
adopted within 1 to 5◦ according to the operating practice.

Table 1. Parameters of the dual-mass system model, Mill 5000.

Parameter Symbol Dimensions Value

Moment of inertia of the first moving mass (the motor) J1 kg·m2 125,000
Moment of inertia of the second moving mass (the roll) J2 kg·m2 114,571

Elastic coupling rigidity c12 N·m/rad 5,934,842
Eigenfrequency of elastic oscillations ω12 rad/s 9.96

Electric drive acceleration ε0 rad/s2 1–3
Transmission gap δ Rad 0.017–0.085 (1–5◦)

Mean elastic torque M12 MN·m 1.9
Damping ratio β - 2.817

Attenuation decrement ξ - 0.172
Speed controller gain ksc - 19.5

Speed controller time constant Tsc S 0.0041
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The model adequacy to the object under study is not checked here since it has a known
structure, and the simulated object parameters have been taken from the aforementioned
paper [43]. The paper considers the simulation of transients during the biting with open and
closed gaps in spindle joints. Comparing calculations with experimental oscillograms has
proven their coincidence with satisfactory accuracy. Therefore, re-checking the adequacy is
not required.

2.2. Spindle Design

Slipper-type spindles are installed in the reversing stand of Mill 5000 (Figure 3a).
The roll is directly linked to the spindle using a head (see the photo—in the foreground)
attached to the working shaft. A similar head is mounted on the motor side. Figure 3b
shows the spindle-roll mechanical linkage design [23].
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Figure 3. The spindle image (a) and the spindle joint (b) design of the Mill 5000 horizontal stand.

If the angular gap δ is open, then it closes during the biting with a mechanical impact
and elastic oscillations in the spindle. In the newly installed mechanism, the joint gap is
1–2◦. It is required to join two rotating parts—the spindle itself and the roll (or countershaft,
Figure 1) and to facilitate free vertical travel of the rolls. The gap depends on the wear of
the joining elements prone to fatigue failure. Most often, they break from the stand side.
This is caused by the high roll rotation inertia, elastic impacts at the roll bite, the impact of
the coolant, etc.

The complex design, impact loads, and harsh operating modes determine the relevance
of developing measures to prevent the breakage of spindle joints. The least costly and
yet most effective way to solve this problem is to promptly monitor their condition and,
primarily, the angular gaps. At operating mills, they are manually measured by personnel
during scheduled shutdowns. This is inefficient since it has no detailed regulations and
requires time. In addition, measuring is performed under uneasy conditions; therefore, the
human factor affects its reliability.
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2.3. Experimental Justification of Preliminary Acceleration

The elastic torque on the spindle shaft is mainly caused by the high inertia of the
dual-mass system formed by the roll mass on the one hand and the motor rotating part
mass on the other hand. In the open-gap biting mode, the torque changes are oscillatory.
According to [43], dynamic torque surges are determined by the elastic properties of the
shaft. Thereafter, the oscillation amplitude is several times higher than the maximum
dynamic torque that is directly caused by closing the gap.

As mentioned above, to preliminarily close the gap, it is recommended to perform
biting in the roll acceleration mode [36,44,45]. Refs. [6,7] have proved that, in the gearless
main lines, the properly chosen preliminary acceleration time ensures a guaranteed gap
closure. In support of this, Figure 4 shows oscillograms of the motor torque Mmotor and
speed n, as well as the torque Mshaft measured on the Mill stand 5000 upper roll spindle
shaft [46]. The UMD and LMD spindle elastic torque Mshaft is measured by the overload
monitoring system installed on the mill.
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The oscillograms in Figure 4a have been obtained in the biting mode with fully
open angular gaps. This is because the drive decelerates over the t1–t2 time interval.
The dependencies in Figure 4b have been obtained with closed gaps due to the drive
acceleration over a similar time interval. The gap closes at a time instant t3, which is
confirmed by small dynamic increments of the Mmotor torque. The oscillograms show
that, in each case, the Mmotor и Mshaft torque transients are similar, and their amplitudes
differ slightly. Table 2 provides oscillographic parameters at fixed points. The impact
torque amplitude is characterized by the ktorque multiplicity defined as the ratio of the
maximum Mmax to the steady-state Mst value. The dynamic deceleration is estimated by
the control error (drawdown, ∆, %) defined as the percentage of the minimum speed nmin
to its pre-biting value ncap.
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Table 2. Dynamic torque and speed deviations during biting.

Parameter
Oscillogram Value

Open Angular Play Early Play Locking

Motor
Torque

Mst Mmax ktorque Mst Mmax ktorque

kN·m unit kN·m unit

1750 3250 1.9 1750 2850 1.6

Motor
Speed

ncap nmin ∆ ncap nmin ∆

rps % rps %

0.82 0.71 13.4 0.76 0.69 9.2

The oscillogram and table data analysis allows us to draw the following conclusions:

- For open-gap biting (Figure 4a), the impact torque amplitude exceeds the steady-state
torque by 1.9 times (maximum Mmax = 3250 kN·m, steady-state Mst = 1750 kN·m);

- Pre-closing the gap allows for the reduction of the drive speed dynamic deviation by
1.5 times, from 13.4% (Figure 4a) to 9.2% (Figure 4b);

- The dynamic torque multiplicity ktorque decreases by 1.2 times, from 1.9 (Figure 4a) to
1.6 (Figure 4b).

This confirms that biting at open-gap deceleration significantly increases the dynamic
torque, which can be reduced by generating tachograms with the drive pre-acceleration. In
addition, the oscillograms provided confirm the oscillatory properties of spindle torques.
Elastic oscillations are superimposed on the impactive gap closing while increasing the
torque amplitude.

The problem of limiting the dynamic torque confirms the relevance of developing an
observer of angular gaps in spindle joints. Since the fatigue failure of joints is of a long-term
nature, online gap monitoring is not required. It is expedient to develop an automated gap
calculation algorithm and include it in the stand calibration (adjustment) program run after
each replacement of working rolls. As a rule, they are replaced once a day. This provides
the required accuracy, and the obtained data volume is sufficient to diagnose the defect
development intensity.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. The Angular Gap Indirect Determination Procedure

An algorithm for monitoring spindle joint wear is proposed, involving the follow-
ing actions:

- Indirect angular gap definition by integrating the speed over the open-gap interval;
- Fixing the change in the rotation direction (acceleration sign) and active gap closing

instant with no metal in the rolls to estimate the interval boundaries.

The algorithm is explained by closing-gap speed and torque oscillograms shown
in Figure 5. They have been obtained by reversing the upper roll drive with uniform
deceleration and acceleration (for a triangular tachogram).

At the t1 time instant, when the motor torque sign changes, the transmission gap
opens. By the t2 time instant, the gap closes, which confirms the further increase in the
motor torque from 300 to 800 kN·m. Assuming that the open-gap spindle speed is constant
(changes according to curve 3), the angle can be calculated by the equation:

δ =
1
2

∆n · ∆t · 0.1047, (1)

where 0.1047 is the [rpm] to [rad/s] conversion factor.
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In this case, ∆n = 4 rpm, time interval ∆t = 0.18 s, and, accordingly, angular gap
δ = 0.038 rad or approximately 2.2◦. According to this dependence, integration is replaced
by the multiplication of speed and time increments. This simplification is justified since the
speed (curve 2) changes linearly.

The linear change in speed is ensured with virtually no error when it is set as so (curve
1) in drives with PI speed controllers. This is because, in closed doubly integrating systems,
the dynamic error of the command-based parameter control is zero. Therefore, the error in
the angular gap calculation according to Equation (1) will also tend to zero. For the cases
with non-linear changes in speed, the product of the speed and time increments should be
replaced by the speed integral over time. This is noted in the algorithm description.

3.2. Developing an Observer

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the developed observer. The input signals are the
angular velocity ω1 and the motor torque Mmotor (with no load, this is the shaft torque). It
is fed from the static torque sensor output included in the drive control algorithm. High
torque calculation accuracy is not required since this signal serves to only fix the gap closing
instant (t2 in Figure 5). Along with these parameters, the ‘deceleration’ logic signal is set. It
determines the speed integration start instant by monitoring the acceleration (motor torque)
sign. This signal should be generated at the t1 instant.

Blocks 1, 2, and 3 are used to determine the integration interval when the motor load
torque is equal to the idling torque. The dead zone block 1 is required to compensate for the
static torque definition error when the gap opens. The dead zone is assumed to make 1% of
the rated torque. Block 2 is designed to calculate the torque module, and the relay block 3
generates a logical zero at the output if the input signal is not zero. The relay characteristic
serves to improve noise immunity. The logic block 4 output closes the switch (block 5) at
the integrator (block 6) input.
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The blocks’ connection facilitates the resolution of the angular velocity signal inte-
gration provided two conditions are met simultaneously: the static load torque is equal
to the idling torque (open gap), and the drive braking has started. After gap closure, the
load torque increases, and the relay block 3 output signal comes to logical zero. As a result,
switch 5 opens, the integration stops, and the block 6 output signal comes numerically to
the angular gap value in the transmission.

For a triangular tachogram, when taking up the gap over the ∆t interval, the drive
speed (oscillogram 2 in Figure 5) changes linearly. Therefore, integration can be replaced
by an approximate calculation with the formula:

ϕobs = ε · ∆t2 =
α

RW
· ∆t2, (2)

where ϕobs is the angular gap calculated by the observer; ε is the angular acceleration
(modulo) during the drive braking; α is the linear acceleration; RW is the roll radius.

The gap taking-up time is determined by the block 4 logical 1 output signal duration.
The observer scheme shown in Figure 6 is an open-circuited structure. It is an element

of a diagnostic system not affecting the processes occurring in the electromechanical system
studied. Therefore, checking the observer stability (convergence) is not required.

Figure 7 shows a diagram for a model simulating the angular gap measuring technique
under consideration. It is implemented in the Simulink software using the Simscape
package domains. This model is a simulator designed to configure an observer. An
approach based on building virtual models of an object with a subsequent transfer of the
debugged algorithm in the controller software is used to design mechatronic complexes of
industrial units. This principle is also applied in virtual commissioning [47–50], diagnosing,
and forecasting the technical condition of equipment [51].

The model comprises a test signal (sequence) generation block, an angular gap calcula-
tion block, and a speed intensity setter, controlled by the sequence block commands. It also
includes a dual-mass model of the drive under study, the diagram of which is shown in
Figure 2b. The sequence block comprises acceleration, deceleration, and measurement steps.
The angular gap calculation block (Figure 6) fixes the current speed when the acceleration
sign changes and integrates the difference between the fixed and actual motor speeds.
Integration is performed until a short-term increase in the motor torque caused by closing
the angular gap (in Figures 4 and 5, these are t3 and t2 time instants, respectively). The
block output is the measured angle.
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Obviously, simulation studies should come before full-scale testing the technique
developed. Since the speed and torque transient analysis does not require analyzing the
drive’s ‘internal’ parameters (current, voltage, magnetic flux, etc.), a simplified simulation
model of a dual-mass system is used, shown in Figure 2b.

3.3. Simulation and Experimental Studies

To verify the proposed algorithm’s reliability, experiments have been performed on
the Mill 5000 with the load-free roll acceleration and deceleration. Positive and negative
acceleration was ±0.523 rad/s2. Figure 5 shows the drive speed and torque change os-
cillograms. A similar mode was calculated for different transmission gap values using
the model; the results are shown in Figure 8. Comparison of oscillograms and simulation
results confirms their identity. The torque extremum instant depends on the gap size. In
Figure 5, it is 0.2 s, and in Figure 8, amplitudes are achieved at the t1 = 0.11 s, t2 = 0.2 s, and
t3 = 0.32 s instants with gaps ±1◦, ±2.5◦, and ±5◦, respectively.

The analysis confirms that the transmission gap can be indirectly determined by the
t1, t2, and t3 instants fixed by the static torque sensor signals.

The observer developed facilitates an indirect determination (restoration) of the angle
δ by the gap closing time. This dependence cannot be determined analytically. Therefore,
the simplest solution is to connect the observer at each measurement. In this case, the
observer will be the object’s digital shadow. It will restore the monitored parameter by the
measured drive coordinates. This allows for the recommendation of the observer developed
for the implementation at operating rolling mills.

In addition, the calculated dependences provided allow us to conclude that the torque
amplitude weakly depends on the gap. The studies in [43] have shown that the shaft elastic
properties characterized by the stand stiffness modulus C12 and the damping ratio β (see
Figure 2) affect the amplitude to a greater extent. In [44,52], to limit the dynamic torque,
along with preliminary acceleration, short-term intensive drive braking immediately after
the biting has been proposed. The negative dynamic torque arising in this case compensates
(fully or partially) for the conditionally positive elastic torque on the spindle.
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Experimental studies performed on the mill have shown that the angular gaps in
the upper and lower roll spindle joints are commonly different. This is mainly caused
by different wear of the spindle heads during operation. The difference in gaps is due to
different roll loads, operating conditions, etc.

In support of the aforementioned, Figure 9 shows the motor speed (window 1) and
torque (window 2) oscillograms under the impact load with the force P given in window
3. Biting occurs during the open-gap drives braking. As for Figure 4, this is confirmed by
short-term changes in the Mmotor_up and Mmotor_low torques at t1 and t2 instants. In this
case, the LMD spindle gap opens earlier; therefore, its value is less than that of the UMD
spindle gap.

After gap closure, torques increase at t4 and t5 instants, and the difference ∆t is ~0.25 s.
This causes a difference of 10.2% in the motor speeds ∆n (the LMD and UMD speeds are
~37.5 and 41.8 rpm, respectively) by the t5 instant. Therefore, over the t4–t5 time interval,
an additional torque component will appear, accelerating the LMD motor and decelerating
the UMD one. At the ∆Mmotor instant, the torque difference is 66% of the steady-state value
Mst_up (∆Mmotor = 2180 kN·m, Mst_up = 3300 kN·m). The speed difference may probably
lead to slippage of the ‘faster’ roll relative to the strip. There is a risk of damaging the roll
surface, which is equated to an emergency. This issue requires a more detailed study using
mathematical simulation.

Mathematical models of the UMD and LMD mechatronic systems, developed consid-
ering their linkage through metal, have been described in [53–55]. Dynamic drive modes
at the roll slippage have been studied in [56–58]. For the purpose of this undesirable
mode avoiding, it is relevant to study the issues of robust drive control, which guarantee
that their mutual impact is reduced to minimum. A similar problem has been solved for
blooming drives, and the results are given in [59,60]. For plate and wide-strip hot mills,
such a study is of scientific and practical interest; however, it is an independent task due to
its complexity.
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The UMD and LMD transient simulation results without considering the linkage
through metal are given in Figure 10. Figure 10a shows the time dependences of speeds
and torques with different angular gaps: the LMD (index 1 in Figure 10) and UMD (index
2 in Figure 10) spindle gaps are 0.5 and 3◦, respectively. Figure 10b provides similar
dependencies for fully closed gaps. Table 3 provides dynamic torque deviations for the
cases shown in Figure 10a.
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Figure 10. The UMD and LMD spindle motor speed (windows 1), torque (windows 2), and elastic
torque (windows 3) oscillograms for open (a) and closed (b) angular gaps.

Table 3. Dynamic torque deviations of the motor and shaft when biting.

Parameter Dynamic Torque Deviations in Figure 10a

Motor
Torque

Mmotor_1 (max) Mmotor_2 (max) ∆Mmotor (max), %

190 210 9.5

Spindle
Torque

Mshaft_1 (max) Mshaft_2 (max) ∆Mshaft (max), %

169 232 27

The result analysis allows us to draw the following conclusions:

1. The Mmotor_1 (max) and Mmotor_2 (max) motor torque amplitudes (window 2, Figure 10a)
differ by 9.5%. The Mshaft_1 (max) and Mshaft_2 (max) spindle elastic torque amplitudes
(window 3) differ by 27%. This indicates a significant impact of gaps on the transients
of these parameters under the same biting conditions (for the upper and lower rolls,
these conditions are the same);

2. The t1 and t2 upper and lower spindle gaps closing instants also differ. Under the
same biting conditions, a spindle with a larger play is loaded later. With the specified
gaps, the time difference ∆t is 25 ms;

3. In the electromechanical system with a large angular gap, longer damping elastic
torque oscillations with a larger amplitude occur. The dynamic deviations of the
second mass (roll) speed ∆nroll_2 exceed those of the first mass speed ∆nroll_1;
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4. In Figure 10b, curves of the UMD and LMD torque transients at closed gaps match. It
can be argued that the system is linearized since the non-linearity introduced by the
gaps disappears.

The analysis confirms the impact of the spindle angular gaps on the speed and elastic
torque transients. With an increase in the gap, the torque transient parameters deteriorate:
the oscillation amplitude increases, and the damping rate decreases. Therefore, biting
should be performed under the condition of preliminarily closing the spindle gaps of
both electromechanical systems. This requires calculating the acceleration necessary to the
guaranteed closing of both gaps.

4. Implementation

The optimal drive acceleration is calculated using the oscillograms shown in Figure 5.
According to Equation (1), the angular gap δ is proportional to the area of the triangle
bounded by the 2 and 3 curve sections over the ∆t time interval. The desired acceleration
αRef is related to the linear velocity vRef by the dependence:

vRef = αRef · t. (3)

Considering (2), the angular gap (in radians) is determined as follows:

δ =
1

2RW
αRef∆t2, (4)

where [RW] = m.
The ∆t time required to close the gap δ is determined at each replacement according

to the technique proposed. The acceleration required to close the gap is:

αRef =
δ · 2RW

∆t2 . (5)

For the automated gathering, storage, and analysis of the periodic measurement
results, the information system structure has been proposed, and is shown in Figure 11.
The gap is calculated automatically before starting the mill after completing the stand
calibration. To achieve this, a test effect on the drive is set. The analysis (angle calculation)
block structure is shown in Figure 6.
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1. Programming and adapting the gap measurement algorithm using a simulator (virtual
model), the scheme of which is shown in Figure 7;

2. Transfer of the debugged program to the industrial controller software. These actions
provide virtual commissioning, reducing the observer configuration time. Such an
approach is expedient since the angular gap is difficult to measure and impossible to
change under the operating mill conditions. The virtual input allows for any changes
in the monitoring algorithm;

3. Experimental approval or correction of the calculated drive acceleration, ensuring
guaranteed closing of the maximum gap;

4. Experimental setting of the dead zone in block 1, Figure 6, allowing for a reliable
determination of the opening time instant;

5. Introducing the algorithms developed into the calibration program.

The full-fledged commercial system operation requires:

1. Visualizing the spindle joint serviceability data. A drop-down window is provided
on the operator’s display to warn about developing an emergency. The view of such
a window on the Mill 5000 stand control station display is given in Figure 12;

2. Building empirical dependences of the spindle joint wear on the angular gap. They
should be obtained by statistically processing experimental data with a large volume
of measurements. Dependencies will provide sufficient accuracy since the joint wear
is of a long-term nature.
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Figure 12. A screen fragment of the Mill 5000 main control station display with the upper and lower
spindles calculation results.

The roll diameter and wear and other external factors cannot affect the internal gap
between the rectangular roll blade and the joint elements shown in Figure 3b. The main
(and only) reason for increasing angular gaps is the wear of the spindle joint elements and
the roll blade. Therefore, the gap value is a diagnostic feature that unambiguously and
reliably characterizes the joint wear degree.
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The dependences obtained will allow for not only a prompt assessment of the me-
chanical joint state but also a determination of the fault development rate. This facilitates
forecasting the time to reach the limits set. Justifying the angular gap limits corresponding
to the degraded and pre-emergency states is among the problems to be solved after the
data accumulation.

3. Developing tailored software to determine the wear dynamics and forecast the spindle
joint state is expedient. They should provide a mathematical processing of diagnostic
parameter trends. Building trends requires the accumulation of large data volumes.
This predetermines the expediency of creating a customized database.

Authors should discuss the results and how they can be interpreted from the perspec-
tive of previous studies and of the working hypotheses. The findings and their implications
should be discussed in the broadest context possible. Future research directions may also
be highlighted.

More detailed information on the built system hardware and software can be the sub-
ject of a separate publication. The system operation data will be provided after debugging
the algorithms for gathering and processing diagnostic data in an industrial environment.

5. Conclusions

Experimental studies performed on the Mill 5000 have confirmed defects developing
in the reversing stand spindle joints. Developing angular gaps negatively affects the spindle
life. The experimental oscillogram analysis has shown that the total gaps in the upper and
lower roll spindle joints differ. Along with the deteriorated dynamics during the biting, this
may lead to roll slippage relative to the workpiece. This causes damage to the roll surface,
necessitating its unscheduled replacement. The replacement of expensive equipment—
spindles and rolls—increases dead expenses, the unit downtime, and, eventually, the
undersupply of products. The rotating equipment breakdowns also pose a potential hazard
to maintenance personnel.

The literature review confirmed the relevance of developing an observer of angular
gaps in the rolling mill mainline spindle joints. The expediency of the regular automated
measurement of angular gaps without human involvement has been justified. The literature
provides no information on commercial developments to solve this problem.

A technique has been developed for indirectly determining spindle joint gaps for
stands with independent roll drives. It comprises the following:

1. Setting the drive speed to provide the gap closing when the shaft rotates in one
direction, and then opening and repeatedly closing when the shaft rotates in the
opposite direction. To achieve this, the speed tachogram should have a triangular
shape with equal deceleration and acceleration rates;

2. The motor electromagnetic torque monitoring to determine the gap closing and
opening instants when testing the tachogram;

3. Recording the speed signal over the open-gap time interval. Calculating the angular
gap as a speed integral over this interval. For the linear time dependence of speed
ensured by the triangular tachogram, integration can be replaced by multiplying the
speed and time increments.

An observer of the spindle joint angular gaps has been developed. It stipulates for the
gap restoration (indirect determination) by continuously monitoring parameters: the motor
speed and electromagnetic torque. Its benefits include easy configuring and the possibility
of obtaining a monitored signal by a given command without human involvement.

Transients have been studied using simulation. To carry this out, a simulation model
has been developed, implemented in the Simulink software using the Simscape package
domains. The simulation results confirmed the relevance of closing the gaps before biting,
regardless of their size. They also confirm the reliability of the proposed technique for
monitoring the angular gaps and the feasibility of the commercial implementation of the
observer developed.
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The paper provides the experimental results for specific spindle speeds, workloads,
and roll radii. These conditions have not been chosen specially and are typical for the
Mill 5000. Similar results have been obtained when rolling various types of sheets. The
rolling conditions do not affect the spindle joint gap, which is determined by the wear of
the spindle joint elements and the roll blades. Therefore, the results obtained are reliable.
This is confirmed by the results of long-term pilot tests of the algorithm implemented.

The eventual outcome is the spindle joint wear monitoring information system based
on regular automated angular gap measurements. Implementing algorithms for automated
angular gap monitoring will provide a diagnosis of the defect development intensity. This
allows for the elimination of dangerous situations during routine maintenance without
additional mill shutdowns.

The observer developed is designed to prevent the breakage of spindles and roll necks
of MMK PJSC’s Mill 5000 reversing stand. Therefore, its implementation in other (plate,
wide-strip, section) hot mills would be effective, the characteristic mode of which is the
impact load during biting.

The implementation would ensure:

- A reduction of the emergency mill downtime;
- A reduction of the cost of eliminating the consequences of accidents, and replacing

and restoring equipment;
- An extension of the service life of electrical and mechanical equipment.

The long-term experimental studies of the implementation efficiency, as well as gather-
ing and processing statistical data, are required. The results of such studies can be provided
in further publications.
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